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The hot-to-cold spot quotient for SAR-based treatment planning in deep
microwave hyperthermia

Massimiliano Zanoli and Hana Dob�s�ı�cek Trefn�a

Department of Electrical Engineering, Chalmers University of Technology, Gothenburg, Sweden

ABSTRACT
Background: A necessary precondition for a successful microwave hyperthermia (HT) treatment deliv-
ered by phased arrays is the ability of the HT applicator to selectively raise the temperature of the
entire tumor volume. SAR-based treatment plan (HTP) optimization methods exploit the correlation
between specific absorption rate (SAR) and temperature increase in order to determine the set of
steering parameters for optimal focusing, while allowing for lower model complexity. Several cost
functions have been suggested in the past for this optimization problem. However, their correlation
with high and homogeneous tumor temperatures remains sub-optimal in many cases. Previously, we
proposed the hot-to-cold spot quotient (HCQ) as a novel cost function for SAR-based HTP optimization
and showed its potential to address these issues.
Materials and methods: In this work, we validate the HCQ on a standard ESHO patient repository
within single and multi-frequency contexts. We verify its correlation with clinical SAR and temperature
indexes, and compare it to HTPs obtained using a commonly accepted cost-function for SAR-based
HTP (hot-spot to target quotient, HTQ).
Results and discussion: The results show that low HCQ values produce better SAR (TC50, TC75) and
temperature metrics (T50, T90) than HTQ in most patient models and frequency settings. For the deep-
seated tumors, the correlation between the clinical indicators and 1/HCQ is more favorable than the
correlation exhibited by 1/HTQ.
Conclusion: The validation confirms the ability of HCQ to promote target coverage and hot-spot sup-
pression in SAR-based HTP optimization, resulting in higher SAR and temperature indexes for deep-
seated tumors.
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1. Introduction

In deep microwave hyperthermia (HT) cancer treatment, the
tumor temperature is elevated to 40–44 �C for about an hour
by a conformal array of antennas called applicator [1,2]. This
adjuvant therapy has been shown to enhance the tumor
response and survival rate of cancer patients in many clinical
trials [3–5]. The antennas radiate coherently at one or more
frequencies with different amplitude and phase to generate
a focalized power deposition pattern. The aim of the treat-
ment is to reach a therapeutic temperature range in the tar-
get volume while not exceeding thermal toxicity thresholds
for (nearby) healthy tissues [6,7].

To this end, a preliminary HT treatment planning (HTP)
step is prescribed by current guidelines [8]. In this stage, the
set of optimal steering parameters (amplitude and phase) for
each antenna is determined by means of numerical simula-
tions involving a segmented model of the patient and a
model of the applicator in use [9]. Iterative optimization
algorithms explore the space of possible solutions and deter-
mine the one that minimizes a certain cost function. As the
aim of the treatment is to reach and maintain a therapeutic

temperature in the target volume for a specified duration,
the goal of the optimization should ideally be the tempera-
ture itself. To date, a few in-house built and commercial HTP
optimization software packages offer the possibility to carry
out thermal simulations and optimizations [10]. Thermal HTP
can be particularly effective when large blood vessels are
present in the vicinity of the tumor [11,12], as these extract a
large amount of heat. Thermal simulations can further
account for heat redistribution due to convection [13]. These
benefits are unfortunately overshadowed in clinical practice
by the additional segmentation needed to include vascula-
ture and the longer computation times. A practical solution
to obtain a good plan with limited model complexity is to
use the specific absorption rate (SAR) distribution as a surro-
gate to the temperature distribution, thanks to its correlation
to the temperature increase [14] and treatment outcome
[15]. As a matter of fact, both SAR- and temperature-based
HTP optimizers are currently in use in the clinical setting, as
both require online adjustments during treatment [16,17].
One clear advantage of SAR, however, is its faster computa-
tion speed, which becomes particularly helpful in the case of
multi-frequency plans, where the number of variables subject
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to optimization increases linearly with the number of fre-
quencies considered.

The HTP optimization process should lead to high and
homogeneous tumor temperatures for a set temperature
limit in the healthy tissues. In general, the temperature
increase in the patient during treatment is known to be lim-
ited by the occurrence of hot-spots [18]. A hot-spot is
defined as a localized temperature increase outside the tar-
get volume, and can result in pain and discomfort for the
patient, but also induces thermal toxicity in healthy tissue.
When a hot-spot is reported by the patient or detected by
thermal probes, the power of the applicator device has to be
lowered or redistributed to different channels [16,17].
Consequently, the temperature achievable in the tumor will
be constrained by the maximum power than can be radiated
into the patient without causing hot-spots. The location and
severity of hot-spots is not straightforward to predict,
because they arise from the inhomogeneity of the patient
anatomy together with the finite aperture of the applicator
array and its steering settings.

In SAR, hot-spots are detectable as local power deposition
peaks [14]. As such, they can be addressed during the HTP
optimization stage. This is a well-known problem that has
been tackled in various ways [19]. Some approaches make
use of convex programming to shape the SAR according to
some (constrained) quadratic criterion [20–23]. While direct
and exact, these methods need to make assumptions on the
predicted location and intensity of the SAR peaks to assem-
ble the constraint mask. This might lead to sub-optimal solu-
tions as the SAR peaks depend on the steering solution
itself, and their tracking is better achieved by non-linear
operators [24], which however cannot be solved for directly.
In fact, the current practice in SAR-based optimization relies
on the non-linear hot-spot to target quotient (HTQ) [25]. The
HTQ identifies the hot-spot(s) as the highest first percentile
of the SAR distribution outside the target. The percentile
sub-volume needs to be recomputed for each solution,
requiring an iterative procedure. By minimizing the HTQ,
the average SAR deposition in the tumor increases while
the most prominent hot-spot in the healthy tissues
is suppressed.

Despite their prominent role in HTP, hot-spots represent
only part of the challenge in HT heating. The second funda-
mental element of a successful treatment is the homogeneity
of the thermal dose administered to the tumor, which can
be expressed in terms of the minimum temperature achieved
in the target [26]. Ideally, all regions of the delineated target
volume should reach 43 �C for the treatment to be effective.
This condition, however, is not directly addressed by the def-
inition of HTQ, because its denominator is a mere average of
the SAR values across the whole target, which implicitly
neglects the inhomogeneities in SAR deposition. As a result,
some areas of the tumor, so called cold-spots, may remain
untreated as they fail to reach the prescribed thermal dose.
A low correlation between 1/HTQ and the temperature
achieved by at least 90% of the target volume (T90) supports
this concern [27]. Due to the paramount importance of the
T90 metric, which has been shown to directly correlate with

clinical outcome [28], it is crucial that SAR-based optimiza-
tions yield HTPs that strive for the highest possible T90.

To this end, we have recently proposed a novel cost func-
tion for SAR-based HTP optimization, the hot-to-cold spot
quotient (HCQ) [29]. Together with hot-spots in healthy tis-
sues, this cost function also identifies cold-spots in the target
volume as the average SAR in the lowest percentile. The def-
inition of the healthy tissue and tumor percentiles in HCQ
makes the values obtained from different HTPs and patients
quantitatively comparable. Our preliminary data indicated
that HCQ is capable of yielding treatment plans exhibiting a
good compromise between hot-spot suppression (low HTQ)
and target coverage (high TC25, [15]) than conventional SAR-
based optimizations.

The aim of this study is to validate the HCQ as goal func-
tion for the optimization of single and multi-frequency HTP
on a set of six patient models that cover some of the most
common HT treatment sites. The models have been made
publicly available by the Erasmus Medical Center (EMC,
Rotterdam, The Netherlands) via the European Society of
Hyperthermic Oncology (ESHO) [30,31]. We benchmark the
SAR and temperature distributions of the HCQ-optimal plans
against the plans obtained by optimizing for the conven-
tional cost function, the HTQ. We further investigate the
sensitivity of the HCQ metric to the percentile value for hot-
and cold-spot identification. Finally, we compare the correl-
ation of 1/HCQ and 1/HTQ with clinical SAR (TC50, TC75) and
temperature (T50, T90) indicators.

2. Method

In the following subsections, we describe in detail the valid-
ation protocol from patient and applicator modeling to the
quantitative assessment of the thermal distributions.

2.1. Patient models

Six representative patient models have recently been pre-
pared as a means for standardization in HTP development,
validation and comparison [31]. The models include two
head and neck patients, one with a nasopharyngeal tumor
(Alex) and one post-operative oropharyngeal case (Murphy)
with metal dental implants. Two breast models represent
patients with a superficial tumor (Venus) and a deep-seated
tumor (Luna). The last two models are for pelvic targets and
include a rectal (Will) and a cervical (Clarice) case. All models
are shown in Figures 1 and 2.

The models are provided as already segmented volume
matrices. The head and neck models are segmented into 16
biological tissues (tumor, muscle, fat, sclera, vitreous humor,
optical nerve, spinal cord, cartilage, eye lens, cerebrum, cere-
bellum, cartilage, brain stem, thyroid, bone and lung) plus
internal air and metal implants where applicable. The breast
models are segmented into six tissues (tumor, bone, breast
gland, skin, muscle and fat) and exhibit no internal air
lumina. The pelvis models are segmented into four tissues
(tumor, muscle, fat and bone) plus internal air.
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The three body sites are sampled with different resolu-
tions: the head and neck models have a resolution of
2.5mm, the pelvis models 5.0mm and the breast models
1.0mm. To reduce the computational burden, we down-sam-
ple the breast models to 2.0mm using a winner-takes-all
strategy [32], in line with the recommendations of the refer-
ence paper for the dataset [31].

2.2. Tissue properties

Material properties are retrieved from the IT’IS database [33]
for each healthy tissue in the dataset, as prescribed by the
reference paper [31]. The properties include density (q, [kg/
m3]), dispersive relative permittivity (e, [1]) and dispersive
conductivity (r, [S/m]), specific heat capacity (cp, [J/kg/K]),
thermal conductivity (j, [W/m/K]), heat transfer rate (qt, [ml/
min/kg]), and heat generation rate (Qg, [W/kg]). All thermal
properties are taken under normothermic conditions.

Dispersive dielectric tumor properties are obtained as an
average of all malignant tissue properties reported by Joines

et al. [34], as recommended by Paulides et al. [31]. Other
tumor properties are taken directly from the reference paper
[31]: q¼ 1090 [kg/m3], cp ¼ 3421 [J/kg/K] and j¼ 0.49 [W/
m/K]. The paper does not provide details regarding the ori-
gin of these values. The given heat transfer rate under ther-
mal stress for the tumor is qt¼94.4 [ml/min/kg].

2.3. Applicator design

Customized array applicators are designed for each patient.
Two topologies are employed: cylindrical for neck and pelvis
models, semi-spherical for breast models. The applicators
utilize ultra wide-band (UWB) self-grounded bow-tie anten-
nas [35], and the operating frequency band is selected for
each target region according to the expected focal size and
penetration depth [36–38]. In particular, the band is
400–800MHz for the neck models, 500–1000MHz for the
breast models and 150–300MHz for the pelvis models. The
antennas are immersed in a water bolus which encloses the
target body region, to achieve dielectric matching and

Figure 1. Schematic of the patient models and the applicator. The water bolus is shown in blue. The patient model is shown in gray. (a) and (b) show the 14-chan-
nel two-row cylindrical applicator for Alex. (c) and (d) show the 16-channel two-row cylindrical applicator for Murphy. (e) and (f) show the 10-channel spherical
applicator for Venus.
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implement skin cooling. The thickness of the water bolus,
defining also the distance of the antenna ground plane to
the body, is 5 cm for the neck models, 4 cm for the breast
models and 12 cm for the pelvis models.

Since the scope of this study is limited to the evaluation
and comparative assessment of the HCQ in HTP optimization,
we summarize only in brief the design procedure of the
applicators:

1. Optimize the antenna proportions to provide a good
response and radiation pattern across the intended oper-
ating octave. Figure 3 shows the resulting geometries and

Figure 4 reports the reflection coefficient of each antenna
(S11 normalized to the reported real impedance).

2. Obtain the bolus dimensions by fitting an ellipsoidal
cylinder or sphere over the shape of the target body
region, maintaining as much a possible the specified
bolus thickness.

3. Construct the antenna array by inserting as many anten-
nas as possible while respecting the minimum distance
between antennas to limit cross coupling.

Reiterating the design procedure for each patient model
results in six applicators, as illustrated in Figures 1 and 2.

Figure 2. Schematic of the patient models and the applicator. The water bolus is shown in blue. The patient model is shown in gray. (a) and (b) show the 8-channel spher-
ical applicator for Luna. (c) and (d) show the 14-channel two-row cylindrical applicator for Will. (e) and (f) show the 14-channel two-row cylindrical applicator for Clarice.
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Each applicator has a different number of antennas (Alex ¼
14, Murphy ¼ 16, Luna ¼ 8, Venus ¼ 10, Clarice ¼ 14,

Will ¼ 14). While the personalization of the applicator array
might be impracticable in the clinical setting, it provides us
with a heterogeneous set of test cases for a more robust
assessment of the HTP optimization in different setups.

2.4. Electromagnetic simulations

Electromagnetic simulations are performed in COMSOL
MultiphysicsVR , a FEM-based commercial software [39]. Mesh
resolutions vary from k/20 in proximity of the metal antenna
parts, to k/5 in regions far from the peak field gradients,
where k is the wavelength at the highest operating frequency.
The patient models are uploaded in the COMSOL project after
converting the volumetric tissue masks to CAD shapes. The
three-dimensional distributions of the material properties
inside the patient are captured by custom space-varying func-
tions. Air is modeled as vacuum, while distilled water is mod-
eled as a dispersive first-order Debye model. The surface of
metal implants is treated as perfect electric conductor. At the
domain boundaries, absorbing conditions (PML) are defined.

At this simulation stage, the E-field distributions inside
the patient are calculated for each antenna at each operating
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Figure 4. Reflection coefficients of the antenna models calculated at their
(real) radiation impedance. The impedance is shown in the legend.

Figure 3. Antenna models utilized to assemble the applicators at the three selected operating bands. The illustrations are not to scale, in order to highlight the
relative differences. (a) and (b) show the geometry optimized for a pelvis phantom, length 15.2 cm. (c) and (d) show the geometry optimized for a muscle phan-
tom, length 6 cm. (e) and (f) show the geometry optimized for a breast phantom, length 5 cm.
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frequency. We solve for three frequency points for each
patient, which are minimum, maximum and center frequency
within the applicator’s operating band. Thus, the frequency
sweep is [400, 600, 800] MHz for the neck models, [500, 750,
1000] MHz for the breast models and [150, 225, 300] MHz for
the pelvis models.

2.5. Treatment planning

The SAR-based HTP optimization is carried out for each
model to produce single and multi-frequency treatment
plans. The plans are obtained at the minimum, the center
and the maximum frequency, and at binary combinations of
these, for a total of six operating frequency settings. The
optimization setup is identical for all patients, and for the
comparative analysis we alter only the cost function.

The HCQ is the goal we propose for SAR-based HTP-opti-
mization, and is defined as follows [29]:

HCQp ¼ SARRq

SARTp

(1)

where SARTp is the average SAR in the lowest p-percentile of
target (tumor) tissue, while SARRq is the average SAR in the
highest q-percentile of remaining (healthy) tissue. To render
the HCQ metric comparable between different patients and
targets, the percentiles are related as follows:

q ¼ p jRj
jTj

(2)

where jj denotes the volume of the argument (T target, R
remaining). This relationship results in the hot- and cold-spot
masks having the same volume p�jTj, as shown in Figure 5.
As one of the aims of this study is to determine the optimal
target percentile p, we let p vary from 1% (the SAR value at
the single point of minimum inside the target) to 99% (the
average of all SAR values inside the target) and obtain HTPs
and corresponding thermal distributions for a range of values
in between these extremes.

The benchmark cost function for SAR-based HTP-optimiza-
tion is the HTQ, defined as follows [14]:

HTQ ¼ SARR1

SART
(3)

where SARR1 is the average SAR in the highest 1-percentile
of remaining (healthy) tissue, while SART is the average SAR
in the target (tumor) tissue. The HTQ, however, is not a set
standard. Recently, a modification has been suggested to fix
the hot-spot size to 50ml to address scaling issues [27,31].
Nevertheless, the form (3) remains the most characterized in
the literature and we therefore use it for the comparison. For
completeness, we report in Appendix A a second set of treat-
ment plans obtained by fixing the hot-spot size to 50ml
(HTQ’). The correlation of 1/HTQ’ with the SAR indices is
lower, while the correlation with the temperatures indices is
higher. The absolute target coverage and temperatures; how-
ever, become lower on average. As the fixed hot-spot modifi-
cation does not fundamentally alter the behavior of HTQ, we
hereon consider only the classic definition (3).

The optimization process determines the set of steering
parameters that minimizes the value of the cost function
when evaluated over a patient model. Upon evaluation, the
steering parameters are applied to the individual E-fields
computed by the FEM solver, and the total array field at fre-
quency f is determined by superposition:

Ef ðx, y, zÞ ¼ pf, c
c

Ef, cðx, y, zÞ (4)

where pf,c and Ef,c are the complex steering parameter and
E-field distribution relative to channel c at frequency f.

The conversion to SAR is carried out in MATLABVR [40]
according to the following:

SARðx, y, zÞ ¼
f

1
2
rf ðx, y, zÞ
qðx, y, zÞ ||Ef ðx, y, zÞ||2 (5)

where Ef is the focused E-field distribution obtained above.
The SAR distribution is further convoluted to an averaging
spherical kernel of varying size. At each point, the size of the
kernel is expanded until it covers 1 g of patient tissue,
excluding anything that is not patient. Thus, at the patient
surface, water from the bolus and air from the background
are excluded from the averaging process.

In the evaluation of the SAR distribution, we exclude the
first centimeter of patient surface that is in direct contact
with the water bolus. This allows us to model the cooling
effect of the water bolus, which effectively extracts heat
from the skin and counteracts the high SAR deposition in
the first layers of tissue [41]. This step is realized by expand-
ing the bolus mask in the 3D matrix model with a morpho-
logical operation using a spherical kernel of radius 1 cm.

Figure 5. Illustrating the hot-spot (H, magenta) and cold-spot (C, cyan) sub-vol-
umes. Schematic of neck section with target volume T and a ring applicator
(black dots). Both H and C are equal to a fraction p of the target volume. The
first centimeter of skin (yellow) is excluded from the spot evaluation. Note that
the hot- and cold-spot sub-volumes are not necessarily contiguous sub-sets of
the target T and the remaining tissue R, respectively.
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Consequently, the skin surface that is in contact with air is
not subjected to this exclusion.

The optimization problem is solved using the particle
swarm global minimization algorithm [42]. The algorithm is
configured to solve for a vector of variables composed of
amplitude and phase for each channel and for each fre-
quency, for a total of nv ¼ 2�nc �nf variables, where nc is the
number of channels and nf is the number of frequencies. As
the complexity of the optimization landscape increases with
the number of dimensions (variables), we set the number of
particles to nv to attain the same likelihood of finding the
global minimum regardless of the problem size [43]. The
algorithm is halted when the relative change in the cost
value falls below 1% for nv consecutive iterations. Naturally,
treatment plans considering multiple frequencies require lon-
ger computation times than single-frequency ones. The solu-
tion is further refined using a local gradient descent
(lsqnonlin). All algorithms are readily available in MATLAB. To
speed up the computations, the SAR calculations are per-
formed in single precision on a high-speed GPU. With the
above settings, the optimizations take on average the times
reported in Table 1. The HCQ plans require slightly more
computation time than the HTQ ones. The increased time is
not due to a greater computational complexity, but to the
higher number of iterations needed to converge
(not shown).

2.6. Thermal simulations

Thermal simulations are also carried out in COMSOL
MultiphysicsVR , but with domain restricted to the biological
tissues only. The mesh resolution is set to vary from r/3 at
material interfaces to r�3 in the material bulks, where r is the
patient model resolution.

The heat transfer rate qt [ml/min/kg] is converted to
blood perfusion rate xb [1/s] using the known value of tissue
density. A similar transformation is done to obtain the basal
metabolic rate Qm [W/m3] from the available heat generation
rate Qg [W/kg]. For the metal implants in Murphy, we utilize
the mechanical and thermal properties of the titanium alloy
Ti-6 Al-4 V, solid and oxidized at 816 �C, as this is one of the
most common solutions for dental implants [44]. The thermal
properties of this alloy at 43 �C are: q¼ 4428 [kg/m3], cp ¼
547 [J/kg/K], j¼ 7.2 [W/m/K].

At the interface between patient and air or water, heat
flux boundary conditions modeling the convective extraction
of heat are implemented. The chosen convection coefficient
for skin/air is 8 W/m[2/K] [45], while the coefficient for skin/
water is 100 [W/m2/K] [41]. In all test cases, both the air and
the water temperatures are set to 20 �C.

The external heat source, or power loss distribution (PLD),
is prepared by applying the steering parameters according
to the HTP:

PLDðx, y, zÞ ¼
f

1
2r x, y, z, fð Þ||E x, y, z, fð Þ||2 (6)

The relationship between SAR and PLD is straightforward.
However, the PLD matrix is not manipulated with mass averag-
ing or surface exclusion. The PLD distribution is iteratively scaled
until the maximum temperature in the remaining (healthy) tis-
sue reaches 43 �C as a conservative limit to prevent thermal
damage [6], also considering the known wide uncertainties
between simulated and measured temperatures (�2 �C) [46].

2.7. Evaluation metrics

We quantitatively assess the SAR and temperature distribu-
tions for each HTP. According to clinical practice, tumor
coverage is evaluated by the indexed temperatures T50 and
T90 metrics [8], which represent the lowest temperature
achieved in the highest 50% and 90% of the target volume,
respectively. These metrics have been shown to directly cor-
relate with clinical outcome [47].

In SAR-based assessment, we evaluate the iso-contour tar-
get coverage (TCn) for n¼ 50% and n¼ 75%, defined as:

TCn ¼ T0j j
jTj ½%�, T0 SARðT0Þ � n � SAR R [ Tð Þ�

� (7)

that is, the fraction of target volume subjected to SAR val-
ues greater than a fraction n of the maximum SAR peak in
the whole patient. The TC25 metric has been shown to be a
prognostic factor for local control in HT [15], while the TC50
metric has been shown to correlate with the clinical tempera-
ture indicators T50 and T90 in the head and neck [27]. In this
study, due to the extensive SAR processing consisting of both
averaging and exclusion of surface layers, the SAR distribu-
tions do not exhibit sharp peaks nor strong gradients.
Typically, the highest SAR values can be found in the first
layer of tissue where the energy losses of the incident wave
are the strongest. Exclusion of this layer leads to the reduction
of the overall detected SAR peak by orders of magnitude, as
the wave attenuates exponentially while penetrating the tis-
sue. The additional mass-smoothing further dampens the
deeper SAR peaks. Because of this, the resulting SAR values in
the target volume become easily higher than 25% of the over-
all SAR peak. Consequently, the TC25 metric (and TC50 in the
breast models) saturates at 100% for most plans. Therefore,
we report values of target coverage only for the 50% or 75%
of the peak SAR depending on which one is most informative.

2.8. Correlation analysis

In total, 36 treatment plans (6 patients, 6 frequency combina-
tions) are obtained for each cost function definition. On
these evaluation points, we carry out a correlation analysis
between the inverse of the cost value (1/HTQ, 1/HCQ) and
each HTP quality indicator (TC50, TC75, T50 and T90). The met-
ric is the standard Pearson’s correlation coefficient r.

Table 1. Average computation times for HTQ and HCQ30 in sin-
gle- and multi-frequency settings.

HTQ HCQ30

Single frequency 85 s 129 s
Dual frequency 487 s 677 s

Measured on a 24-core Intel Xeon 2.6 GHz. The SAR matrix com-
putations are performed on a nVidia Quadro RTX 6000.
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3. Results

The values of the SAR indicator TC are reported for all
patients and treatment plans in Figure 6. As this metric
varies widely and saturates for different patients regardless
of the cost function used for optimization, we report the
value at the fraction that is most relevant for the tumor site.
The single-frequency plans exhibit a clear frequency

dependent trend. Within the studied bands, the lowest fre-
quency yields best coverage, even in smaller tumors (Venus).
The addition of a second frequency is beneficial in Venus,
Luna and Clarice, especially when HCQ is used as cost func-
tion. Overall, the HCQ optimal solutions yield systematically
higher coverage than the HTQ optimal ones, except in Alex.
However, the selection of the percentile p has a strong
impact on the overall performance of HCQ. Low percentile
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Figure 6. Treatment plan values of target coverage (SAR) for each patient, frequency combination, and optimization cost function. The cost function is color-coded
in the legend. (a), (b), (g), and (h) report values of TC50 for the neck and pelvis models. (d) and (e) report values of TC75 for the breast models, as TC50 saturates at
100% for these patients.
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values yield higher coverage with the maximum coverage
often achieved at the lowest value of p¼ 1%.

The values of the T50 and T90 indicators for the resulting
temperature distributions are presented in Figures 7 and 8.
The temperature variations highlight the heterogeneity of
the patient dataset. In a similar way as in the SAR analysis,
the HCQ-based HTPs perform equally or better than the HTQ
ones. As an example, the SAR and temperature distributions
for Alex in a multi-frequency HTP are shown in Figure 9. The

HCQ extends the SAR deposition to cover the entire target,
which leads to higher tumor temperatures. The SAR distribu-
tions of the individual frequencies support the homogeneous
heating with complementary patterns (not shown). One not-
able exception in the set is the superficial breast tumor in
Venus. The SAR and thermal distributions of both HTQ and
HCQ plans for this patient are illustrated in Figure 10. The
SAR distribution after HCQ optimization is more homoge-
neous than in the HTQ case. However, the heating pattern is
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Figure 7. Treatment plan values of 50-percentile tumor temperature (T50) for each patient, frequency combination, and optimization cost function. The cost func-
tion is color-coded in the legend. The maximum temperature anywhere in the healthy tissues is 43 �C.
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affected by the proximity of the water bolus. HTQ is favored
by this mechanism and achieves almost 1.5 �C higher T than
the HCQ solution. In all remaining cases, HCQ yields tem-
perature indexes up to half a degree higher than the HTQ
solution, and is particularly beneficial in Alex and Will with
almost 1 �C higher T90.

The correlation coefficients between the inverse of the
cost functions and the clinical indicators are summarized in
Table 2. Values of cross-correlation between clinical indica-
tors are also included. We report the values obtained for
deep-seated targets, i.e., excluding the superficial case of
Venus, and for the entire dataset (within parenthesis). In the
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Figure 8. Treatment plan values of 90-percentile tumor temperature (T90) for each patient, frequency combination, and optimization cost function. The cost func-
tion is color-coded in the legend. The maximum temperature anywhere in the healthy tissues is 43 �C.
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Figure 9. Treatment plans at 400þ 600 MHz for Alex. The SAR is normalized to the highest value in the patient. Transverse sections at target center. The target is
delineated in white. The magenta/cyan voxels represent locations of highest/lowest SAR (hot-spot/cold-spot), excluding the first centimeter of tissue from the
skin surface.

Figure 10. Treatment plans at 500MHz for Venus. The SAR is normalized to the highest value in the patient. Sagittal sections at target center. The target is
delineated in white. The magenta/cyan voxels represent locations of highest/lowest SAR (hot-spot/cold-spot), excluding the first centimeter of tissue from the
skin surface.
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first case, the HCQ evaluated at a low percentile (p� 30%)
exhibits a high correlation with both the target coverage
indicators TC50, TC75 and the temperature indicators T50, T90.
HTQ, on the other hand, is adequately correlated with TC50,
but the correlation deteriorates for other indicators,

confirming that tumor coverage is not captured by this met-
ric. The overall correlation is preserved for HTQ when the
superficial case (Venus) is included, but the correlation of
HCQ with the temperature indicators drops on average by 5
points with T50 and by 8 points with T90. Simultaneously, the
optimal percentile shifts toward higher volume fractions,
p�50%. It is worth noting that the cross-correlation between
SAR and temperature indicators also decreases substantially,
loosing up to 31 points between TC75 and T90. To better
visualize the relationships between cost functions and clinical
indicators, Figures 11 and 12 display the dispersion plots and
the fitted linear regression models for HTQ and HCQ30.

To address the question of the sensitivity of HCQ to the
target percentile parameter, we report in Figure 13 the aver-
age values of the clinical indicators as a function of p. While
the SAR indicators peak at p¼ 1%, the temperature indica-
tors are maximized at larger percentiles. The optimal per-
centile for T50 is p¼ 50%, while T90 is highest at p¼ 10%,
although high values are obtained up to p� 50%. Overall,
HCQ achieves higher SAR and temperature values than HTQ
for most percentile settings.

Table 2. Correlation coefficients between the inverse of the cost functions
(HTQ, HCQ) and the clinical indicators (T, TC).

r [%] TC 50 TC 75 T50 T90

1/HTQ 80 (82) 58 (55) 67 (70) 69 (73)
1/HCQ01 90 (91) 69 (80) 59 (49) 79 (61)
1/HCQ10 93 (94) 71 (76) 68 (58) 83 (65)
1/HCQ30 92 (93) 67 (68) 70 (62) 85 (72)
1/HCQ50 92 (93) 69 (68) 72 (67) 84 (76)
1/HCQ70 88 (89) 65 (64) 70 (67) 76 (73)
1/HCQ90 77 (78) 52 (54) 65 (66) 61 (62)
1/HCQ99 67 (68) 45 (47) 55 (57) 47 (50)

TC 50 �100� 70 (72) 70 (64) 81 (73)
TC 75 70 (72) �100� 69 (43) 75 (44)
T50 70 (64) 69 (43) �100� 93 (94)
T90 81 (73) 75 (44) 93 (94) �100�
The main value is obtained excluding the results from Venus, while the value
between parenthesis is obtained including the results from Venus. The best
correlation coefficient for each indicator is highlghted in yellow. The last four
rows report the cross-correlation between clinical indicators.
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Figure 11. Dispersion plots and linear regression models for the relationship between HTQ and the clinical indicators. Model fit on all treatment plan values
excluding samples relative to Venus.
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4. Discussion

According to clinical evidence, treatment planning in HT
therapy should always strive to achieve high temperatures
everywhere in the target volume, as this is crucial for a suc-
cessful outcome [48–50]. This requirement is represented by
the clinical indicators T50 and T90. SAR-based optimization is
a means to obtain the desired temperature distribution in
the treated region, as shown for instance in [14,17,51], and
temperature changes have been shown to accurately follow
SAR-based steering during treatment [52].

Still, SAR is not temperature, and the relationship between
local SAR and local temperature is not straightforward.
Therefore, it is of paramount importance that the goal in
SAR-based treatment planning translates to optimal values of
temperature indicators. Numerous efforts have been spent in
this regard, as summarized by [19]. To date, the routine in
clinical SAR-based optimization is to minimize the HTQ,
which has been shown to correlate with T50 in pelvic tumors
[14]. The relationship between 1/HTQ and the temperature
indicators T50 and T90 has been further examined in head
and neck carcinomas [27] and shown to be sub-optimal for
many cases (� 60%). A possible explanation is the fact that

HTQ considers the average SAR in the whole target volume,
implicitly neglecting areas of low deposition (cold-spots).
Another limitation of HTQ is the definition of the hot-spot as
a percentile of healthy tissue, which makes the resulting
value sensitive to volumetric changes in patient segmenta-
tion. A possible workaround is to keep the hot-spot sub-vol-
ume constant, for instance 50ml as proposed in [31]. In
Appendix A, we show that this is only a partial solution to
the problem, which leads to both higher and lower correl-
ation with the clinical indicators and lower absolute values in
general. This might be due to HTQ not truly considering the
actual target volume size. Furthermore, HTQ might not easily
generalize to octave UWB optimizations where the size of
the focal spot, and potentially even the size of the hot-spots,
can vary double-fold.

To improve on this aspect, we have proposed the HCQ as
a means to obtain high and homogeneous SAR deposition in
the target, while limiting the most prominent hot-spot [29].
HCQ is a non-linear metric, since the identification of the
hot-and cold-spots involves a percentile operation. Unlike
quadratic metrics, the HCQ cannot be reduced to a direct
function of the steering parameters only. Instead, the whole
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Figure 12. Dispersion plots and linear regression models for the relationship between HCQ30 and the clinical indicators. Model fit on all treatment plan values
excluding samples relative to Venus.
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SAR distribution has to be screened upon each evaluation.
This has the drawback of requiring iterative optimization pro-
cedures. On the other hand, this also enables the HCQ to
better capture the requirements of a good HT treatment
plan than quadratic measures. Previously, we observed that
HCQ has the potential to extend SAR deposition in cold
regions of the target. The current work, which benchmarks
the performances of HCQ against a commonly used cost-
function on a comprehensive set of patients, confirms this
claim. In the deep seated targets, HCQ yields systematically
higher values than HTQ in all clinical indicators. Moreover, in
at least three cases (Alex, Murphy and Luna), the multi-fre-
quency HCQ-optimal treatment plans increase the tempera-
ture indicators T50 and T90 by up to half a degree with
respect to the best single-frequency or HTQ solutions.
Despite the discrepancies between absolute temperature
predictions by thermal simulations and clinically measured
values [46], the gain is nevertheless relevant in view of the

proven accuracy in predicted relative temperature
changes [53].

The behavior of the multi-frequency plans, however, is
not consistent. In a number of specific cases (for example,
Alex HCQ10 400MHz versus 400þ 800MHz), the addition of a
second frequency leads to lower absolute temperatures.
Thus, while not conclusive, these results follow our previous
findings that, in a multi-frequency setting, the HCQ-optimal
solution can, but is not guaranteed to, achieve broader tar-
get coverage by exploiting complementary SAR deposition
patterns [54]. A clear relationship between frequency set,
patient anatomy, and temperature increase has yet to be
uncovered. Due to the peculiar shape of the target volume
in Alex, one could argue that the addition of a second fre-
quency might be beneficial when the tumor is irregular, such
as when it is composed of several mass centers. Of course,
further studies are required to verify this, and to quantita-
tively assess the potential gain in temperature versus the
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Figure 13. Average value of each clinical indicator as a function of the HCQ target percentile parameter p (solid line). The average values relative to HTQ are also
reported for comparison (dotted line). The average is taken across all treatment plans excluding samples relative to Venus.
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additional costs and technical difficulties that must be over-
come to clinically deploy a multi-frequency system. In par-
ticular, multi-frequency treatments require complex RF
cascades that can either multiplex several frequencies into
each channel, with independent phase and amplitude con-
trol for each frequency and channel, or finely interleave dif-
ferent operating modes in time [20,55].

We carried out the analysis on a patient repository pre-
pared by ESHO, which is meant to be the first step toward
the creation of a standard for the quantitative comparison of
different HTP optimization strategies. The dataset is accom-
panied by a benchmark paper [31]. Presently, however, we
do not aim for a direct comparison between the results
reported here and those reported in the benchmark paper,
because the differences between our methods are too broad
to allow meaningful comparisons. Rather, we intend to pro-
vide a fair comparison between HTQ and HCQ when applied
under the same conditions (applicator design, patient, target,
SAR processing, optimization algorithm). Nevertheless, we
include a discussion on potential differences for
completeness.

In the reference paper [31], three patient models are
devoted to SAR-based optimization, and another three are
reserved to temperature-based optimization. To increase the
statistical significance of our results, we carried out HTP opti-
mizations for all six patients. Our thermal simulations result
in slightly different tumor temperatures than those reported
in [31], even when applying HTQ as cost function. There
might be several reasons behind these deviations. The major
difference lies in the applicator design. In our study, all
patients are treated with tailored applicators based on more
efficient antennas than the monopoles used in the bench-
mark. The arrays are assembled by maximizing the number
of antennas with given constraints on the minimum distance
between them, while the distance between each antenna
and the patient is kept as close as possible to the optimum.
This results in a higher number of antennas per applicator
than in [31], except in the breast models. Thermal modeling
can also be a factor. We applied a water bolus convection
coefficient of 100 W/m[2/K], an average value in the range
reported by [41] and previously adopted by [56]. The bench-
mark paper [31] recommends a maximum value of 40 [W/
m2/K], with space for adjustments. However, it is not entirely
clear whether this applies to the air/skin or the water/skin
interface. Finally, we strictly followed the material properties
reported in [33], while the benchmark paper applies adjust-
ments for thermal stress (muscle, fat and breast) and custom
baseline values for breast gland. In this study, however, we
are interested in the correlation between HCQ and the HTP
indicators, and therefore, we opted for a worst case scenario
without perfusion enhancements.

This study indicates that HCQ is an effective metric for
SAR-based treatment planning, providing high correlation
with the temperature indicators for targets located deeply in
the body, where the cooling effect of the water bolus is neg-
ligible. If the tumor is closer to the surface, the overall correl-
ation between SAR and temperature degrades. This can be
seen in the lower part of Table 2, where the cross-

correlations between SAR and temperature indicators are
reported. When the superficial case (Venus) is excluded, the
correlation between TC and T is high (average r� 74%). On
the other hand, when the whole dataset is considered, the
correlation drops severely (average r� 56%). This degrad-
ation affects the HCQ-based plan for Venus, where it per-
forms worse compared to HTQ. Although one case is not
statistically significant for a general conclusion, it is possible
to identify a rationale behind this specific result by visual
inspection of the SAR and temperature distributions (Figure
10). In SAR, the main hot-spot of the HTQ-optimal solution
lies in the layer of healthy tissue between the tumor and the
water bolus. Normally, this deposition peak would limit the
maximum power to the tumor, which in turn would result in
poor coverage of its deeper parts. However, due to the cool-
ing effect of the water bolus, the hot-spot is efficiently sup-
pressed, leading to preferential power absorption and thus
high temperatures in the tumor. The HCQ-optimal solution,
conversely, extends the SAR deposition deeper in the target.
As a consequence, the main deposition peak arises on the
proximal side of the tumor. This hot-spot, however, is not
counterbalanced by cooling, and becomes the limiting factor
in the power scaling. It is known that the water bolus has a
direct effect on the temperature distribution up to a couple
of centimeters from the skin surface, a behavior that has
been thoroughly characterized as depending on the water
temperature and the quality of the contact at the skin/bolus
interface [41]. If part of the target volume lies in this superfi-
cial layer, as is the case for Venus, the bolus itself becomes a
heat source (or sink) to be considered in the treatment plan.
In such cases, temperature-based optimization strategies
might be more appropriate, as they can account for the heat
extraction of the bolus via boundary conditions. The tem-
perature of the water bolus itself can even be included in
the vector of optimization parameters to achieve the desired
temperature of 43 �C everywhere in the target [57]. Of
course, this mechanism needs to be verified on a broader set
of superficial tumors.

Although the choice of an appropriate cost function is
crucial to achieve an adequate SAR-based treatment plan,
other parameters play an important role as well. In fact, the
SAR optimization relies on the assumption that the SAR
and temperature distributions are spatially correlated. For
this to be true, the raw SAR distribution must be treated
with a smoothing filter. This problem has been thoroughly
addressed in the literature [58–60], resulting in number of
proposed averaging schemes. In our investigations, we have
identified the 1 g tissue mass scheme as most suitable for
our purposes. Concurrently, the correlation of SAR and tem-
perature can be further enhanced by the exclusion of the
first centimeter of tissue that is in contact with the water
bolus [41]. Only under these conditions can the HCQ
achieve high correlation with the temperature indicators.
The strength of this relationship can also be inferred
from Figure 13, where the peak T50 is obtained for the
50-percentile HCQ, while the peak T90 is achieved for the
100� 90¼ 10-percentile HCQ. Note that the exclusion
of SAR regions from the evaluation of the HCQ does not
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prevent the enforcement of local SAR exposure limits for
safety reasons [61,62]. Constrained global optimization algo-
rithms can be utilized to solve for the HCQ in this case
[63], by evaluating the constraint over the whole SAR
distribution.

5. Conclusion

This work validates the HCQ as goal for SAR-based treatment
planning on a heterogeneous patient repository. The HCQ-
based optimization yields high tumor temperatures and
exhibits high correlation with clinical SAR and temperature
indicators. This correlation is a result of the metric definition,
along with careful pre-processing of the SAR distribution.
The results indicate that HCQ-optimal treatment plans can
achieve higher and more homogeneous temperatures in the
target than plans based on current SAR approaches. In a few
cases, the use of HCQ as cost function promotes the exploit-
ation of additional operating frequencies to increase target
coverage. The use of multiple frequencies can improve a
plan in specific instances, but the benefit is not consistent
and has to be characterized in future studies. The validation
performed on a set of six patient models that cover some of
the most common HT treatment sites demonstrates that
HCQ is a powerful and robust goal in HTP optimization, pro-
vided the target is located far from the range of effect of the
water bolus. For superficial targets, the correlation between
SAR and temperature is degraded, and temperature-based
treatment planning optimization strategies might prove
more suitable.
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Appendix A. Results for HTQ with fixed 50ml hot-
spot size

We report here the results relative to the treatment plans obtained using
the following modified definition of HTQ with a fixed hot-spot size [27,31]:

HTQ’¼ SARR50

SART
(8)

where R50 is the 50ml sub-volume of remaining tissue with the highest
SAR values. The overall results are shown as scatter plots in Figure A1.
These can be compared to Figure 11 where the traditional definition of
HTQ (Eq. 3) has been used. The correlation with the SAR indicators TC is
lower (7.5 points on average), while the correlation with the temperature
indicators T is remarkably higher (21 points on average). However, the
absolute index values do not improve, but rather worsen. The SAR

indicator TC50 for the HTQ’-optimal plans (excluding Venus) becomes
37% on average (compare 48% for HTQ and 58% for HCQ30), while TC75
becomes 5% on average (compare 11% for HTQ and 20% for HCQ30).
The average T50 is 40.8 �C (compare 41.0 �C for HTQ and 41.0 �C for
HCQ30), while the average T90 is 39.8 �C (compare 40.0 �C for HTQ and
40.2 �C for HCQ30). In the specific case of Venus, the temperatures drop
remarkably with respect to the plans based on the classic HTQ. These
are reported in Figure A2, to be compared with the blue bars in Figures
7(d) and 8(d). The T values for HTQ’ are almost half a degree lower than
their HTQ counterparts. While not conclusive, these results suggest that
the modification (8) does not address the fundamental limitation of HTQ
in modeling the target coverage as effectively as HCQ. While HTQ’ exhib-
its a slightly higher (relative) correlation with the temperature indexes
than HCQ, we believe the latter is still preferable as it consistently leads
to higher absolute values, especially in the cold-spots.
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Figure A1. Dispersion plots and linear regression models for the relationship between HTQ
0
and the clinical indicators. Model fit on all treatment plan values

excluding samples relative to Venus.
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